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Introduction

I travelled to the United States to visit public gardens and learn about how they curate their
collections, how they display them and how they interpret them. The resulting information
gathered was widely about public garden management as I discovered about project
fundraising, mission statements, collections policies and hierarchy dynamics in each
organisation. The gardens visited were chosen based on their reputation for high quality
horticultural displays and practices, with exceptional interpretation.

Currently studying on the Kew Diploma to increase my skills base, learn about a range of
subjects in the field of horticulture and gain further experience in a role with opportunities
to develop supervisory skills, plants-manship proficiency and horticultural competence. I
have varied experience as a horticulturist, having been a self-employed gardener at the
beginning of my career, completed a one-year studentship at Birmingham Botanical
Gardens and began a traineeship at RBG, Kew becoming a Display Horticulturist on a twoyear fixed term contract, based in the Temperate House during the restoration.
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Proposed aims and objectives
Aims
To learn about plant
collection curation in
public and botanic
gardens in the U.S.
To learn how display
horticulture is practiced
in the U.S.

Objectives


To visit major public and botanic gardens in central and eastern
USA to meet collection curation staff to gain understanding into
their decision making processes and policies



To learn about the horticultural challenges of displays including
maintenance and plant selection
To discover innovative methods of displaying plants by studying a
variety of displays
Gather ideas and critique




To discover how public
and botanic gardens in
the U.S. interpret their
plant collections.







To collate information for
horticultural practice and
dissertation



To meet with interpretation coordinators to learn about their
work and how they decide what information to include and how
they deliver this information
To discover how US public gardens interpret plant collections by
design and interpretation
To meet with garden education teams to learn about methods for
disseminating education to horticulturists, botanists and the
general public
To meet with horticulture staff in each garden to learn about their
practices and the effect of education of their work
To record and document the visits by taking notes (written and
taped) and photographs.


Benefits to the individual








To share information
gathered



Opportunity to visit various gardens in the U.S to get ideas and
inspiration to impact on personal horticultural practice
Meet new professional contacts and extend garden based
networks
Gain further understanding of plant collection curation and
development
Would inform my understanding of different forms of educational
communication within public gardens
Hope to pursue a career working in this field of study, developing
educational plant collections and interpretation
Gain experience of public speaking through KMIS lecture.
Will feed back information about displays and interpretation to
Director of Horticulture and other staff at RBG Kew
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Itinerary of visits (simplified) (See appendix for map and locations)
08.05.17- 09.05.17- Missouri Botanical Garden- Two-day visit. Met with the
Director of Horticulture Andrew Wyatt, Senior manager of Plant Collections Becky
Sucher, Head of Interpretation Jen Wolff, Head of Digital media Liz Fathman and
Supervisor of the Kemper Center for Home Gardening Jen Smock. Tours of the
garden (some with presentations) with each individual.
11.05.17- Chicago BG- Met with Curator of herbaceous plants Jacob Burns (main
host), Director of Horticulture Tim Johnson and Interpretative programs Director
Kristie Webber and Manager Mary Plunkett. Also I met with the PR team.
12.05.17- Morton Arboretum- One-day visit. Met with Supervisor of collections
Patrick Kelsch and Head of Interpretation Sarah Sargent. Separate tours of the
garden with both individuals.
15.05.17- Cornell BG- Met with Head of Interpretation Sarah Hunley-Fiorello. Tour
of the garden.
16.05.17- 17.05.17- New York BG- Met with Director of Horticulture Todd Forrest,
Head of Interpretation Victoria Lewis, Plant Records Manager Kristine Paulus and
Curator of Woody Plants Deanna F. Curtis. Also I met with the PR team.
18.05.17- Brooklyn BG- Met with Manager of Interpretation Romi Ige, Director of
Conservatories and Horticultural Programs Mark Fisher and Director of Living
Collections, Rowan Blaik. Tours of the garden with each individual.
19.05.17- Longwood Garden- Met with Plant Records Manager Kristina Aguilar,
Display Designer James S. Sutton and Head of Interpretation Dottie Miles. Separate
tours of the garden with each individual. Also I met with the asset management
team.
- At the end of each day and during the evenings there was time to do self-guided
walks around the gardens.
- In each garden I took notes during and after discussions, written and recorded. I
documented each visit by taking photographs of the displays and areas of interest. I
followed up meetings with further questions and to ask for collections policies from
curators and interpretative masterplans when relevant via email.
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Details of gardens and meetings

Missouri Botanical Garden, St Louis, Missouri
‘To discover and share knowledge about plants and their environment in order to
preserve and enrich life’.

This is the mission statement of Missouri Botanical Garden (MBG) and they are intent on
demonstrating the importance of plants through their main garden and satellite sites,
through their extensive teaching programs, public communications and through outreach.
It’s an impressive, ambitious organisation. My host Andrew Wyatt, Director of Horticulture,
was keen to explain and enthuse about his plans for the garden regarding the continuing
development of the plant collections and horticultural projects within the mother garden.
The driving force behind Andrew and his team is working towards strengthening the
collections by selection of appropriate plant material, preferably from natural sources, that
grows well in the St Louis climate or the glasshouse environments. Another consideration is
conservation of plant species in areas vulnerable to habitat loss specifically the Indian Ocean
islands; Mauritius, Madagascar and the Seychelles.

There is a strong emphasis on plant collecting from natural areas worldwide which Andrew
feels is moving against the tide, but to their benefit, filling the gaps left by some gardens
that are moving towards ornamental improvement at the expense of developing collections
with a research based or conservation concern. The gardens strategic plan has conservation
at its core, driving and running through all the work of the organisation.
MBG’s horticulture team plays a huge part in the strategy, especially concerning the
collection development. They are encouraged to join collecting expeditions, select the
plants for their areas within the gardens (with review by senior management) and
implement the integration of the plants into displays and be responsible for record keeping.
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Plant records is an important part of any botanic garden but MBG have established an
advanced system which mean that their Living Collections record keeping system is one of
the best in the world. Becky Sucher is the Senior Manager of this department and she
manages a team that develop and maintain the Living Collections database. This
department has recently been developed as the first wave of remodels for the horticultural
infrastructure of the garden. MBG have developed their own software which allows them to
adapt it and shape it to their very specific needs. As mentioned before, horticulturists can
make acquisitions to improve their collections, the innovative aspect of this software is that
the request for plant material can be processed through it and then assessed by senior staff
before acquisition. The selected species also goes through an invasive plant database, which
is up-dated by the department using information from reliable sources, and if a match is
found this will be flagged up immediately.

MBG is world renowned for its large, detailed online database of plants (Plant finder and
Tropicos), both reliable, useful resources which are available for free. This knowledge
sharing extends to their horticultural displays within the garden too. The William T. Kemper
Center for Home Gardening contains 23 residential scale demonstration displays with
information about particular garden situations and the plants that would be suitable. For
example, small city gardens utilising vertical spaces for growing or shady garden displays
with a variety of foliage plants such as ferns. An area of particular interest was the prairie
display which they are in the process of
developing as some plants had become too
dominant, with taller plants shading out other
species. This focus of promoting native plant
gardening was strong in all of the gardens I
visited on this trip but I liked the scale of this
area, being not too large and therefore
applicable to home gardeners.

Figure 1: Photo of MBG
native garden (Credit: S.Walwin)
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I was very impressed by the new Stumpery garden which features ferns and mosses as the
key plants. MBG are hoping to build on the collection of native mosses to create a unique
display. The Bavarian Garden is an interesting area, representing alpine floral habitat with a
rock-scape and rough substrate for the plants to grow in. Andrew explained that the
landscape designers had implemented their design using rocks that he did not find pleasing
with plants of with no known provenance or relevance to the habitat that they wished to
represent. This meant the display was unsuitable for the botanical garden and the
horticulture team removed the rocks and plants and started again, choosing the correct
rocks and positioning them appropriately. They then sourced wild provenance plants that
represent alpine habitats from
around the Caucasus, an area of
special interest for the gardens,
to make an attractive display that
speaks to the visitor about this
kind of habitat in a clear manner.

Figure 2: Photo of MBG Bavarian
Garden (Credit: S.Walwin)

The interpretation in the garden is a wide ranging and informative, from signage with
information about collecting plants in the wild to explainers working in the Children’s
garden talking about germinating seeds and allowing children to sow some and take them
home. I met with Head of Interpretation, Jen Wolff and she showed me around the
Children’s play garden and learning areas. Although I found this interpretative work
interesting and was clearly very successful, I was more concerned with the interpretation of
the botanical collections. It became clear that the horticulture team lead the development
of the signage for their displays. An example of this was near the entrance where an
interpretative trail begins, which begins at an herbaceous border and continues into the
garden. The series of small boards describes the journey of plant from the wild and into the
gardens living collection. The trail uses different themes along the way, sustainability and
conservation, gardening and horticulture, and botany and biodiversity to explain why
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collecting wild material is important. The information was succinct and clear but the signs
were very small.

Figure 3: Photo of one of the boards from the MBG Journey of a Plant (Credit: S.Walwin)

Chicago Botanic Garden, Chicago, Illinois.
‘We cultivate the power of plants to sustain and enrich life’

Chicago Botanic Garden (CBG) is a big player in the visitor attraction sphere of the Chicago
area. It is a large garden and most of the grounds are highly cultivated, which makes it an
impressive place to visit.

At the beginning of the experience you're greeted by a display of brightly coloured tulips in
the crescent garden. The curator of herbaceous plants, Jacob Burns explained that they look
for ‘wow’ plants to draw the eye and impress. This area certainly achieves the ‘wow’ effect.
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However once you are amongst the tulips your sight is drawn towards the Heritage Garden
which sits slightly above. There are ‘wows’ here too but the garden is based on plant
systematics in a circular design. In the Heritage Garden there is a large statue of Carl
Linnaeus with a nondescript, homogenous planting in front. Jacob explained his plans to
obtain Swedish native plants to create
a meadow, referencing Linnaeus’s early
years of plant collecting and botanising
in his home country.
Figure 4: Photo of Carl Linnaeus
sculpture and current plantings
(Credit: S.Walwin)

Director of Living Plant documentation Boyce Tankersley explained the work that the plant
records team carries out in the garden. Incredibly they remove and replace over 25,000
plant labels annually. If a plant is not visible in the summer (eg. a spring ephermal) then the
label is put in storage so as to prevent confusion for visitors. This depends on the existence
of a solid mapping system of all the plants in the garden. Individual specimens are mapped
and herbarium specimens created for each new acquisition. Historic phenological data is
collected by volunteers, recording when a plants in flower or fruit. This data has been taken
since 1998 so they have quite a large amount of information which could be analysed in
reference to the changing climate and seasonal shift.

All this information is linked to their mobile Garden guide app which has features such as
‘Plants around me’ using the user’s location to let them know what plants are nearby and
provide photographs, names and information. Users of the app can also search the garden
by genus or species and see all the locations of the accessions. There are also walking tours,
what’s in bloom feature, interactive maps and plant guides for horticultural information.
The second phase of the app development is imminent, to be used by staff to update the
database and for visitors. There will be codes or private methods to allow staff to access
extra information. Using analytics they have discovered that the highest numbers of users
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come from China, Russia and Poland. It also allows them to find out which areas of the
garden have the highest visitation and/or search interest via the app.

Figure 5: Images of Garden Guide app pages
(https://www.chicagobotanic.org/sites/default/files/images/app/app_tours_screen2.jpg)

Plant requisition is carried out through the database. Horticulturists put in their request and
curators and the Director of Horticulture, Andrew Bunting, checks the request. Interestingly,
around 85% of requests were modified in some way before processing.
A useful method of interpretation at the entrance to the garden is the ‘Bloom cart’ which
displays material of plants that are in flower. Volunteers organise it twice weekly and collect
the material. A small survey was
carried out which showed that
95% of visitors look at the cart
upon entrance and 50% look on
their way out.

Figure 6: Photo of the Bloom
cart at Chicago Botanic Garden
(Credit: B.Tankersley)

Curator of herbaceous plants, Jacob Burns gave a tour of the whole site, showing the
different gardens and the interesting plants within them. The Japanese Garden is on a large
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scale with numerous inaccessible islands with cloud pruned pines on them and expanses of
gravel, minimally raked. They have mimicked the effect of moss covered ground by using a
diminutive Sedum species which worked very well and was colonising the ground rapidly.

Figure 7: Photo of Sedum sp.
in the Japanese Garden
Chicago BG (Credit: S.Walwin)

An interesting area of the garden is the ‘English Walled Garden’, designed by British
designer John Brookes. This area includes an herbaceous border along the outside wall with
six garden rooms within the walled area, including a cottage garden display. A few years
after planting, in consultation with Brookes, the curators and horticulturists looked at the
original design and analysed what had worked and what hadn’t as some plants did not
response well to the Illinois climate. They are currently in the process of renovation, making
adjustments to the plantings and re-working the herbaceous border.

The interpretative signage at Chicago Botanic Garden is varied. They have large boards in
the Fruit and Vegetable Garden giving information about cultivation. These boards are
designed in-house by the communications team. They also have volunteer manned stands
at weekends where visitors can chat with them about vegetable growing and carry out a
small horticultural task such as potting up a tomato seedling to take home. This is because
this area is about maximising visitor engagement and the interactive carts are very popular.

CBG is well-known in the field of interpretation for their ephemeral signage which was
developed over a number of years by a dedicated volunteer, and eventual staff member,
who made close links to the horticulturists and scientists to extract interesting nuggets of
information about their work and disseminate it into a succinct message written on to a
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staked blackboard panel and placed within the relevant display in the garden. This individual
developed a clear, sincere (and often humorous), non-didactic voice through the
inscriptions which make them very accessible and visitors appreciate them. CBG have
decided to have layers of varying
amounts of information and different
methods for interpretation rather than
one format for successful, engaging
communication.

Figure 8: Photo of one of the
handwritten boards from Chicago
Botanic Garden (Credit: S.Walwin)

Whilst in discussion with the team that prepare and deliver the interpretation (after design
by graphic designers), Mary Plunkett and Kristie Webber, they voiced a need for receiving
plant themes from curators a year ahead of schedule to allow them time to order the
materials and prepare in good time.
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Morton Arboretum
The mission of The Morton Arboretum is to collect and study trees, shrubs, and other
plants from around the world, to display them across naturally beautiful landscapes for
people to study and enjoy, and to learn how to grow them in ways that enhance our
environment. They follow this with ‘Our goal is to encourage the planting and
conservation of trees and other plants for a greener, healthier, and more beautiful world’.

The arboretum is broken into 2 areas, the core area around the office buildings and visitor
centre and the wider landscape containing the tree and shrub collection. The core area is
made up of formal horticultural displays, notably a demonstration garden showing different
plants for hedging with some unusual selections such as Fothergilla.

Figure 9: Photo of the hedge display.
(Credit: S.Walwin)

The rest of the arboretum is accessible
on foot and by car, with roads leading
to all the main sites of interest such as
the crab apple area. The Collections
supervisor Patrick Kelsch gave a tour of
the whole arboretum, highlighting their national collections; Quercus, Crataegus, Magnolia,
Ulmus and Tillia. Due a fungal infection of the Aesculus specimens, the curation team have
decided to remove them to make way for new Tilia trees to boost that collection instead.
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Figure 10: Photo of the Quercus collection area
at Morton Arboretum (Credit: S.Walwin)
A particularly interesting part of the arboretum
from an arboricultural and interpretative
perspective was the Tree Science Demonstration
area which is in progress. They will install many
trees using different methods of planting and
maintenance to showcase various arboricultural
skills and to highlight best and poor practice.
This project is donor led and the hope is to
create a place for discussion about conservation
issues surrounding trees and woodland
management.
Another area of development is a river ecology restoration project near the Chinese plant
collections. This site had become polluted by rubbish and invasive plants so it was the ideal
place to re-establish native trees and create a display to talk about degraded environments
and the sensitive nature of river ecologies.
The Chinese collection is the largest and most historic of their geographic groupings, the
arboretum having had and continuing to have strong links with China.

Interpretation manager Sarah Sargent gave a tour of the core areas, focusing on the
interpretative work she and her team have been developing, although the next phase of her
work will be to bring more signage to the wider arboretum, improving wayfinding initially (in
collaboration with Curator Matt Lobdell and landscape architects) and then introducing
more information in line with the mission of the institution further afield. The plan is to
reach the audience that drives through the arboretum without getting out of their cars,
giving them more of a reason to leave their vehicles and connect with the collections in a
more meaningful way. Currently there is a mixture of ephemeral and permanent signage,
some of the latter being quite dated and worn out. Sarah has designed and integrated new
signage within the conifer collection that has clean, modern appeal but she expressed an
interest in developing more site specific boards elsewhere containing historic information
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that is particular to Morton Arboretum that expands on the general mission of the
institution. The new interpretation signage was very different in style to the older
interpretative trail that I found deeper within the conifer collection which shows the
development towards cleaner graphics and less information that seems to be a general
trend in public gardens.

Figure 11 and 12: Photos of the new (left) and older (right) interpretative signage on the
subject of conservation at Morton Arboretum (Credit: S.Walwin)

The use of ephemeral signage is most prevalent in winter when there is less foliage and
colour. During the dormant months, Sarah uses thought provoking quotes on temporary
boards to engage her audience and give a sense of purpose to a walk around the site. The
use of this type of interpretation is only in the core area and they would not be visible or
strong enough out amongst the tree collections.

I took the tram ride through the whole arboretum with a tour guide who gave lots of
information about the collections and seasonal interest which was very plant focused and
future focused which I found refreshing.
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Cornell Botanic Gardens
‘Our mission is to preserve and enhance diverse horticultural collections
and natural areas for the enrichment and education of academic and
public audiences, and in support of scientific research.’
Based in Ithaca, a beautiful small city and college town in up-state New York, the Cornell
Botanic Gardens (previously Cornell Plantations) are made up of the gardens area,
containing 12 themed gardens with ornamental plantings and a strongly educational
purpose, the F.R Newman Arboretum which covers 100 acres and 3400 acres of nature
reserves, all within the Cornell University campus. They wish to be a resource for students
and staff to education and pleasure. I visited the gardens to meet with Sarah Fiorello the
Interpretation Coordinator to discuss their interpretation strategy and see what they
currently offer. Sarah worked in collaboration with the Director of Horticulture and a
landscape designer to create the Interpretative masterplan for 2013-2018, rolling out the
initiatives in phases. They have already begun to start on the new masterplan. They focus on
discussing biodiversity and putting emphasis on how people cultivate plants. There is a
strong focus on people and plant relationships in areas where biodiversity is threatened.
The masterplan uses a framework developed from a Cornell University Masters student
thesis. The document contains an inventory of interpretative resources, an evaluation of
visitors, the interpretative themes, goals and objectives, media recommendations and an
implementation schedule. It was great to receive this document from Sarah as it is well
structured plan which could inform documents of a similar nature that I produce regarding
garden development in the future.

The main interpretation boards around the garden have wrought iron frames made by a
local blacksmith with designs that reflect the nature of that part of the garden, for example
azaleas for the azalea garden.
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Figure 13: Photo of the interpretation board and
frame at the Bioswale garden Cornell BG (Credit:
S.Walwin)

The first area of the garden the visitor encounters is
the Bioswale next to the car park. It is a wide ditch
which collects the run-off from the tarmac
surfacing, beautifully planted with native trees and perennials such as Bapistia. An
educational display, with a panel describing the how the bioswale system works using a
pictorial diagram with great aesthetic appeal. They have taken the opportunity to highlight
an important environmental issue such as how to deal with storm water flooding and
interpreted it with style and care.

Figure 14: Photo of the
Groundcover garden Cornell
BG (Credit: S.Walwin)

A beautifully crafted area was
the groundcover display
behind the new Nevin
Welcome Center with
sumptuous plantings of
strong foliage perennials in a
tree covered spot. Sarah
plans to introduce a panel to the area to explain the concept, layout in the masterplan. The
other areas of interest were the Pounder vegetable garden where the displays change
frequently and the signage is temporary using easy to produce and install materials. The
Climate Change garden seeks to discuss the temperature fluctuations and how this affects
plant life using thermometers inside a polytunnel and just outside. The comparative data is
collected and displayed on a chalkboard to emphasis the changes through the seasons, year
on year. This exhibit was installed in 2015.
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The Young Flower Garden was exhibiting tulips at the time of visiting complemented by a
series of panels in the form of an oversized book made up of board panels the viewer can
turn over which was a good format as it required active engagement. It was made of a
sturdy material and of high quality design. These books are swapped depending the time of
year and the theme, only one book being displayed at a time. The plants are interpreted in
reference to literature, ceremony, art and symbolism, their significance to people. Plants of
importance to folklore and culture such as roses, carnations, lilies and peonies.

Figure 15: Photo of the
interpretation board-book Cornell
BG Credit: S.Walwin)

The Mundy Wildflower garden
was a short walk away from the
main site, it dips down into a dell
like setting with dappled shade
and spring ephemerals in flower.
The plant labels differed to the main garden, being handwritten on wooden boards. A
dedicated volunteer regularly installs and removes the labels depending on what’s in flower.
They also update the wildflower garden entrance boards displaying postcards with a
photograph and name for each plant for visitors to see what to expect during a walk.

In addition to the interpretative panels, Sarah has introduced audio information available
via mobile phone. Visitors call a number that will be visible in a garden area and will receive
2 minutes of information. This service is provided through an inexpensive subscription to a
company specializing in audio services.
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New York Botanical Garden
‘The New York Botanical Garden is an advocate for the plant kingdom. The Garden
pursues its mission through its role as a museum of living plant collections arranged in
gardens and landscapes across its National Historic Landmark site; through its
comprehensive education programs in horticulture and plant science; and through the
wide-ranging research programs of the International Plant Science Center.’
Situated in the Bronx, NYBG is garden on a similar scale to Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew at
250 acres, the resemblance goes further, having been inspired by Kew, particularly the
iconic conservatory. This garden however has a greater variety of topography, there are
rises and falls combined with great rocks revealing the occurrence of glacial movements on
the site in the distant past. The many rocky outcrops give the garden solidity and structure
and an excellent backdrop for the plantings and have provided inspiration to many
landscape designers, curators and horticulturists. Oak trees permeate the entire garden
adding to this feeling of endurance and longevity. There is 50 acres of remnant ancient
woodland in the heart of the garden which is an important feature of the garden showing
the natural history of the Bronx.

Interpretation coordinator, Victoria Lewis hosted my visit, providing information,
introductions and transport across the site. Given an overall of the garden initially we
explored areas where Victoria had recently developed the interpretation panels. She
explained that they had a clear interpretative plan for the Azalea Garden which included
large map signs of the area, medium sized panels about the work behind the collection (i.e.
plant collecting) and smaller species specific signage with a purple background that stood
out well against the foliage and reflected the flower palette. This approach worked well and
the design of the signage was of high quality. There were also phone audio tours available,
the numbers provided on the panels, sponsored by Bloomberg.
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Across the site they mainly concentrate on permanent signage and tours but they have large
annual spring and summer exhibitions. At the time of visiting Dale Chihuly was being
exhibited throughout the gardens. Previous shows have been Impressionism: American
Gardens on Canvas and Frida Kahlo: Art, Garden, Life, the latter being exceptionally popular,
notably with visitors with links to Central and South America which was a great success for
the garden, attracting new guests from the Bronx and other boroughs.
The special exhibitions are mainly based in the Enid A.Haupt Conservatory where the
permanent exhibition ‘World of Plants’ is also housed. The conservatory self-guided tour
begins in the Palm Dome which they hope to restore in 2019 including replanting and
installing new interpretation. In this area the story of plant evolution is explored. The next
section is the Lowland Tropical rainforest display with the ‘Wild Medicine’ exhibit remaining
from the larger summer show of the same theme in 2013.
Then the aquatics and vines zones, upland tropical rainforest, deserts of the Americas and
deserts of Africa follow leading to a section devoted to displaying plants of conservation
significance, highlighting at risk species and habitats. The finale is the seasonal exhibitions
house, although Chihuly was exhibited throughout the conservatory, this is the big spectacle
with new plantings chiming with the artworks. Lots of planters with strong foliage plants
and very floriferous displays. The linear section linking back to the Palm dome was
particularly striking, the combination of silvery and grey foliage with bright greens and dark
purples, the transition of
colours and textures,
feathery and soft to
spiny and jagged made
the scene quite
arresting and
collaborated with the
Chihuly pieces
successfully.

Figure 16: Photo of the plantings in the seasonal house within the conservatories at NYBG
(Credit: S.Walwin)
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The Lilac collection has recently been restored and Curator of Woody plants Deanna F.
Curtis gave a tour of the area. She worked with landscape designers to develop the
collection. The area is divided into Russian, blue, American, New York lilac cultivars using the
naturally occurring rocks to divide the collection and using the topography to create an
overlook through the collection down to
the Rose Garden. It is an impressive
collection which showcases new, exciting
cultivars and seasonal interest in the
further out areas of the garden before
the roses flower.

Figure 17: Photo of the Lilac Collection
Overlook at NYBG (Credit: S.Walwin)

The Native Flower Garden was fantastic, especially the herbaceous border created using
nativars which is challenging to create and maintain. They provide printed handouts listing
the plants in flowers with photographs and map on the reverse with locations which was
very well produced. The garden was opened in 2013 and designed to reflect the ecosystems
of New York/Bronx pre-development.
Figure 18: Photo of the Native garden border at
NYBG (left) (Credit: S.Walwin) and Figure 19
(below):Scan of printed handout (NYBG 2017)
May 2017.
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Brooklyn Botanical Garden
‘Brooklyn Botanic Garden is an urban botanic garden that connects people to the world of
plants, fostering delight and curiosity while inspiring an appreciation and sense of
stewardship of the environment.’
In the heart of Brooklyn, next to Brooklyn Museum, lies the Botanic Garden. It was founded
in 1910 and contains 12,000 plant species and cultivars. The Native Flora Garden was the
first area opened to the public. The 3 acre Japanese Garden followed in 1916. The
importance of the garden to the community is strong and has been made all the stronger by
the development of the Water Conservation project which will completed in 2018, the
Water Garden in the southern end of the site being the main feature. The area will be able
to take the storm water from the surrounding borough and the stream will be used to
irrigate the garden. Meeting with Director of Living Collections Rowan Blaik I learned about
the masterplan developed in 2000 that this project was borne from. So far, the masterplan
is two thirds complete. The next phase of development with be the areas surrounding the
Water Garden, the Woodland Garden
in particular. Rowan is carefully
reviewing the curatorial value of the
existing plantings using standard
curatorial practices.

Figure 20: Photo of the Japanese
garden at Brooklyn BG (Credit:
S.Walwin)
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The Interpretation Manager Romi Ige hosted my visit. Romi manages the facilitation of the
interpretative signage and training of tour guides along with their programmes. They have
developed a Interpretative masterplan which outlines the implementation of their different
forms of communications. The information panels are different in style for each part of the
garden.
Mark Fisher, Director of Conservatories and Horticultural Programs gave a tour of the
glasshouses and explained the maintenance and development of the displays. I particularly
enjoyed the evolution trail which was under development but the interpretation was
handwritten, with a good level of information.

Figure 21 and 22: Photos of the evolution trail Brooklyn BG conservatories (Credit:
S.Walwin)
A docent gave a tour of the gardens on the theme of
the artist Georgia O’Keefe which related to the
retrospective on show at the Brooklyn Museum next
door. She discuss the artists life and art but focused
on the botanical paintings and O’Keefe’s relationship
to landscape, connecting her paintings to the garden
landscape. It was an interesting and innovative tour,
stretching the botanic garden context into the
museum/art realm very directly and effectively.
Figure 23: Photo of docent giving Georgia O’Keefe tour (Credit: S.Walwin)
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Longwood Gardens
‘Longwood Gardens is the living legacy of Pierre S. du Pont, inspiring people through
excellence in garden design, horticulture, education, and the arts.’
My final visit was to Longwood Gardens in Pennsylvania. I met with Plant Records Manager
Kristine Aquilar to discuss her work in relation to interpretation. Kristine works closely with
the marketing and horticulture department to keep the seasonal information on the
gardens website accurate and relevant to what’s happening in the gardens. She believes it is
imperative that plant records tie in with interpretation. The main page on the website that
she develops is the ‘What’s in bloom’ page (analytics reveal this is the most visited webpage
for this site) with 20 plants highlighted at any given time. This list is updated every week to
keep the information fresh and accurate regarding what’s in flower. Volunteer
photographers take the photographs for this feature. The webpage then takes the user to
the Plant Explorer application which gives of plants and further information about
cultivation and history. Plant Explorer provides themed interactive tours such as Cornus
which guides the user along a theme, providing images and information about different
species. There is also an interactive map for mobile devices which gives the user seasonal
tours, highlighting different parts of the gardens depending on the time of year. Kristine
hopes to include more interpretative information within this application.
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Figure 24: Photo
of the
conservatory at
Longwood
Gardens (Credit:
S.Walwin)

The jewel in the crown at Longwood is the conservatories. I was very fortunate to meet with
Display Designer James (Jim) S. Sutton and he gave a tour of the area. At the time of visiting
the horticulture team were busy dead-heading the hydrangeas and watering the huge floral
balls that are suspended above the rectangular lawns. Jim explained that all the watering is
carried out by volunteers who have dedicated areas and time slots, this allows the
horticulturists to carry out very high quality maintenance to achieve the polished finish that
Longwood are so well known for. Dead-heading is crucial as this extends the plants shelf-life
as once a plant ceased to perform it will be hastily removed and composted. The ethos is
show and throw, display and beauty is the focus, sustainability is secondary but still of great
importance. They produce 70% of their display plants, all material is composted and used on
site so waste is minimal. Interestingly, there has been a reduction in the use of plants
displayed for floral appreciation alone in favour of plants with attractive foliage as a foil for
the abundantly flowering cultivars. Sansevieria ‘Black Gold’ was being used extensively
throughout the main conservatory areas, the intention, to use common plants in
extraordinary ways. This has reduced labour time as the plants do not need to be changed
as frequently which means less plants are propagated. Also the time heavy and labour
intensive task of deadheading has been reduced drastically. A good example of laboursaving at Longwood was the gradual reduction in the use of winter/spring bulbs. These
displays were very demanding with only a short period of seasonal interest per species. Jim
moved the display, lowered the numbers of bulbs used and made the display smaller each
year, eventually fazing bulbs out entirely, instead forming a new ‘Winter warmer’ display,
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without bulbs. No visitors have commented on the absence of the bulb display. Perhaps
reflecting recent trends, Jim is using hotter colours instead of pastels, his previous palette.
Jim carefully considers the availability of views, length of view and provides photo
opportunity points for population by people. The lawns create negative space which
enhance views but also reduce accessibility restricting the viewpoint possibilities to give the
designer ultimate control. Jim uses this to give visitors new scenes and experiences around
each turn, the whole display is not available to view from one point. All this is important to
give visitors the best experience they can get. The movement of people through the
conservatories is also considered, Jim works to manage traffic through his designs.
The Meadow Garden is a recently developed area of the gardens, quite in contrast with the
tightly controlled designs of the rest of the gardens but staying true to gardens ethos of
beauty being the main aim and driving factor. Dottie Miles, Head of Interpretation, walked
with me around the area to discuss the interpretative signage. The focus of the message is
to celebrate the sites spirit of place and natural beauty in the form of the local plant and
animal species. And to talk about the history of the area and the cottage at the far end.
They have developed two sets of paths around the site to allow visitors with different time
availability and mobility to access it. Some of the signage is hand-written and implemented
by the Meadow Garden natural areas stewards, with information relevant to the seasonal
practices occurring on site. These fit nicely into the landscape as they are not obtrusive.

Figure 25: Photo of the Meadow Garden Longwood Gardens, showing handwritten signage
and landscape (Credit: S.Walwin)
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There is also corten steel held panels designed by graphic artists and Dottie. These feature
maps and site specific information, drawn images, small sculptures and reliefs used to great
effect. Very different to the chalk board signs in style and very fitting in the natural
environment being in neutral tones, weathered steel and infrequently placed.

Figure 26: Photo of the Meadow Garden Longwood Gardens, showing permanent signage in
landscape (Credit: S.Walwin)

Summary and conclusion


Connections made in 7 public gardens within horticulture, curation and
interpretation departments.



Developed understanding of curatorial decisions which will have an impact on my
perspective when developing collections for the appreciation of a wide audience
whilst reflecting the mission of each garden I will work in. Missouri Botanical Garden
was particularly strong in this regard, upholding well defined conservation driven
principles as they develop their collections, with emphasis on acquiring material
suitable for their climate with a conscientious approach and awareness of the impact
of acquiring potentially invasive plants. It was interesting to hear about benefactor
influence on collections in the U.S as this kind of sponsorship, where individuals
support a particular garden project, is not as widespread in the U.K.
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Display horticulture was studied in each garden with regards to plant selection,
design and maintenance. Horticultural practices were discussed and noted. The
impact of the work of the trials department on the displays at Chicago BG and the
wider horticultural scene was very interesting. The conservatory displays at
Longwood Gardens were remarkable for their visual impact and the high
maintenance requirements, it was fascinating to hear about the design process
directly from the display designer.



Gained a greater knowledge of interpretation use and design in public gardens. I
witnessed a range of different approaches to interpretative signage (including plant
labels), walks, tours (pre-recorded and live), printed and digital media. I met with
interpretation coordinators and digital media/press teams to gather a range of
perspectives. It was good to visit a range of small to large gardens to compare how
the interpretation and projection of the garden mission was brought into the public
realm to enlighten and engage audiences. The most successful interpretation
strategies worked on all platforms and in a variety of styles and forms without
overwhelming the viewer/studier. The individuals and organisations encountered
have been and will continue to be important sources of information towards
research for my final year dissertation on the subject of interpretation in public
gardens.

The series of visits were a great success with an increased understanding of public garden
management gained and many connections made. This trip will have a long lasting impact
on my career as an aspiring gardens manager.

Future plans
To maintain communications with curators, horticulturists and interpretation specialists
from all the gardens visited and to gain further information about their developments. The
horticultural displays I've seen in the U.S will provide ideas that I can feed into my practice
as a horticulturist and designer for many years to come, particularly the use of nativars used
to great effect in a great many of the gardens visited in the form of herbaceous, shrub and
hedging displays. Collections policies and interpretative masterplans were gathered
retrospectively for further research.
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I will use data gathered from meetings and observations as research to inform and include
in my final year dissertation on the subject of the visitor perception of temporary
interpretation in public gardens.

I will deliver a short Kew Mutual Improvement Society public lecture in the autumn which
will be a good opportunity to share what I have discovered from my visits and I will continue
to share information with colleagues and associates in public gardens across the U.K.

Final budget breakdown
Breakdown of costs (in relation to funds shown on original application)
Estimated £
Travel
Airfares
1328
Train/bus
109
Car Hire and fuel
182
Accommodation & Subsistence
1343.49
Other (please specify)
Taxis
65
ESTA visa waiver
11.06
Insurance (car hire)
17.99
Sub-total (costs)
3056.54
700
Grant received from Kenneth Black Bursary
Funds received from other sources
600 (Bentham-Moxon
Trust)
2000 (RHS)
Sub-total (funding)
3300
Total Over/Under* spend

Actual £
1470
173
240
1539
135
11.40
17.99
3568.40 (over- 511.86)

3300
Over spend 268.40
covered by personal
contribution
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1) Missouri Botanical
Garden:
8th–9th May 2017

7) Longwood
Garden:
19th May 2017

6) Brooklyn
Botanical Garden:
18th May 2017

5) New York Botanical
Garden:16th – 17th May
2017-08-09
16th-17th May 2017

4) Cornell
Plantations:
15th May 2017

Map of area covered

3) Morton
Arboretum:
12th May 2017

2) Chicago Botanical
Garden:
11th May 2017
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